The relationship between the immanant and the Schur symmetric function is examined. Two expressions for the immanant are given in terms of the determinant. Generalisations include Foata and Zeilberger's ^-extension of the MacMahon Master theorem. The relationships to some little known results of Littlewood and to idempotents constructed by Young are given.
Introduction
For the symmetric group &" on n symbols, let xx(a) denote the value, at a, of the character xl of the irreducible representation associated with the conjugacy class indexed by the partition X of n . The Ath immanant of the n x n matrix A, with (/, y')-element alyJ, is defined by n Imm^A^ Yl *V) IIa'•"<')• ct66" 1 = 1
For the purposes of this paper, ai, i, a\ t2, ... , an,n are commutative indeterminates. Imm[ln] A = det A and Imni["] A = per A, so Imm^ A is a multilinear function that interpolates between the determinant and the permanent. Some of the combinatorial properties of immanants were considered in [3] . The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship between the Schur function and the immanant. Section 1 gives the necessary background on the ring of symmetric functions. In §2, we give a result expressing the immanant of A as the coefficient of zi • • • z" in the determinant of a designated matrix. It is shown that this gives, in §3 , a generalisation of the MacMahon Master theorem [9] . We also show that the coefficient of z\' • • • z£" in the same determinant is expressible as the immanant of a matrix readily constructible from A. A further extension, in which cycles are marked, yields a generalisation of Foata and Zeilberger's [1] ^-extension of the MacMahon Master theorem. The connexion of these results with those of Littlewood [6, 7] is given in §4 and with the Young idempotents is given in §5 .
The reader is referred to [8] for further details on symmetric functions and to [2] for further information about Young's idempotents.
The following notation is needed. If X is a partition of n, then we write X \-n. The number of parts of X is denoted by l(X). We also write X = [Vl2l1 • • ■ n'"], where X has i¡ parts equal to j , for j -1, ... , n . The conjugate of the partition X = (Xi, X2, ...) is denoted by X. The cycle-type of a G 6" is x(a) = (i\, i2, ...), where a has ij cycles of length j . Since xx is a class function, x» denotes xk(o) where x(a) = p. Let Sn = (n-\, n-2, ... , 1,0).
Let R be a commutative ring, and let z= (zt.zH), 1" = (1, ..., 1), 0" = (0, ... , 0), with n components. Also let k = (k¡, ... We review some results from the theory of symmetric functions. Let AR(y) = RflJi > ^2 > • • ■ ]]s denote the ring of symmetric functions in y\,y2, ... , with coefficient ring R where y = (y\, y2, ... ). Where convenient, the name of this ring is abbreviated to A. It is graded by degree, so A = 0i>o A(,), where A('> is the set of all symmetric functions of degree / in y. The elementary, complete, monomial, power sum and Schur symmetric functions are denoted by ^(y), My), m(y), Px(y), and ¿¿(y), respectively. Note that £,->;,*/*' = lL;>i(l -ty¡)~x = {2^,i>0ei(-t)'}~1 . The Schur functions are given in terms of the complete symmetric functions by the Jacobi-Trudi identity (2) sx ( 
The immanant as a determinant
We begin by exploiting (5) in the enumeration of permutations to obtain the following result, which gives expressions for an arbitrary immanant.
Proof. (1) We work in AR(y), where R is an appropriately chosen coefficient ring whose choice will be clear from the context, so no further comment will be made about its selection. From (5), (a) ) for x ia) ; however, this expression is also an immediate consequence of (4) and (5) .
The immanant can be also expressed as a Schur function at particular arguments. To see this, let w\, ... ,w" be the eigenvalues of the n x n matrix ZA. Then 1 -y¡Wj are eigenvalues of I -y¡ZA for j == 1, ... , n , so from Since (sx(y), sß(y)) = ox,ß , the desired expression is, from (8),
lmmxA = [z1]sx(wi, ... , w").
Immanants of /c-replications
In §2, expressions for Imm^ A were given as the coefficient of z1 in various power series. The general coefficient is given by means of the following lemma for the k-replication of A. where x = (x\, ... , x"). We have been unable to find an extension of this result to the case of an arbitrary immanant, although Corollary 3.2 serves this purpose for the "diagonal" of this series. Finally, we consider Imm<")A= E^W^ftvi')'
ae&" i=\ a generalisation of the immanant in which an indeterminate u marks the number of (disjoint) cycles. 
LlTTLEWOODS'S RESULTS
The results that we have given are related to the following little known theorems of Littlewood [7, §6.5] .
Theorem I [7, p. 118] . Corresponding to any relation between S-functions of total weight n, we may replace each S-function by the corresponding immanant of complementary coaxial minors of [as,,] , provided that every product is summed for all sets of complementary coaxial minors.
In the following two theorems, Littlewood generalised the concept of a minor to permit arbitrary repetition of rows and columns. Thus A has (n~rr+l) rrowed minors. He also attached a factor of \/r\ to every immanant of a minor for each row that is repeated r times in the minor.
Theorem II [7, p. 120] . Corresponding to any relation between S-functions we may replace each S-function by the corresponding immanant of a coaxial minor of [ast] , provided that we sum with respect to all coaxial minors of the appropriate order.
Theorem III [7, p. 121] . The S-function {X} of weight p of the characteristic roots of a matrix [asi] is equal to the sum of immanants corresponding to the partition {X} of all p-rowed coaxial minors of [ast].
The next proposition is an alternative presentation of Theorem 2.1 adapted to the action of <f)A, the linear mappings defined on A(n) by 4>Ag(ß)Pß -E«r€f XYi=\ai,o(i), where §J, is the conjugacy class indexed by p \-n and g(p) = \^\/ni. It therefore appears that Littlewood [6] had, implicitly, a symmetric function proof of the MacMahon Master theorem. Merris and Watkins [10] have used Theorem I to obtain bounds for generalised matrix functions.
The Young idempotents
The action of the mapping (f>A, defined in §4, is related to certain idempotents in C6" , for which Young [11] gave an explicit construction. Any / G C6" may be regarded as a function /: 6" -> C or as a formal sum independent of the choices of n and y. It would be of interest to derive the power series representations (10) for VaXx from Young's constructions, but we have been unable to do so.
